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We describe the Liesymm package, implemented in the symbolic computing system MAPLE,
for obtaining the determining equations of the isogroup of a system of partial differential
equations . Liesymm fully automates the Harrison-Estabrook procedure which uses Cartan's
formulation in terms of differential forms . It also includes a number of routines which assist
the user in integrating the determining equations . Liesymm has been implemented in such a
way as to provide the user with a number of useful interactive tools for working with differential
forms . In addition, it can also generate a "suitable" initial set of differential forms directly
from the given partial differential equations and as such can be used at a level that obviates
any need for familiarity with forms .
1 . Introduction
As is evidenced from the vast literature available, differential equations have played a
major and vital role in modelling real world processes . Unfortunately all too often the
mathematical representation produces very complex and non-linear differential equations
that are not amenable to standard closed form analytical methods . Consequently,
numerical and approximation techniques have been heavily relied upon .
Exact solutions of sets of partial differential equations, particularly those arising in
fluid dynamics, continuum mechanics, bio-physics and general relativity are still of great
value for the physical insight that they often give into the extreme cases which are not
susceptible to numerical or approximate treatment . In the past the search for such solutions
relied heavily on guesswork . Intuitive skill and physical and geometric analogy were often
the only appropriate tools available
.
In the attempt at a more systematic methodology, the concept of the symmetry of a
differential equation as originally proposed by Lie (1975), has been of considerable
importance. The solutions obtained using Lie's theory of continuous symmetry groups
of a differential equation are called group-invariant solutions . Although this set of solutions
is only a sub-class of all possible solutions, Lie's approach has been extensively and
successfully used (Ames, 1965 ; Bluman & Cole, 1974; Harrison & Estabrook, 1971 ; Olver,
1986 ; Ovsiannikov, 1982 ; Schwarz, 1988 ; Stephani, 1989; Tend & Hui, 1978) . In addition
to this classical approach (also called the Isovector method), there are a number of
generalizations of the notion of the symmetry of a differential equation in the literature
(Olver, 1986 ; Rogers & Shadwick, 1982 ; Stephani, 1989; Walquist & Estabrook, 1973) .
The maximum number of determining equations for the isovectors of a given first order
system is ZL(lm - L+ 1)(lm - L+2), where L is the number of equations, m is the number
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of dependent variables and 1 is the number of independent variables . For typical two
dimensional systems arising from fluid dynamics, one has L = 9, 1= 3, and m = 9, and
therefore there may be as many as 1710 determining equations . In practice even for a
modest system of partial differential equations the determining equations of the group
can number up to several hundred. Thus finding the symmetry groups of a system of
partial differential equations almost always requires a large number of calculations which,
except in very simple cases, cannot be performed by hand . In the past this drawback has
restricted this approach to problems with few unknowns and even fewer independent
variables .
The advent of symbolic computing has made it possible to consider the automation of
these computations . Earlier works in this direction include those of Rosenau &
Schwarzmeier (1979), Steinberg (1979), Rosencrans (1986), and Champagne & Winternitz
(1985) and Fateman & Martin (1971) in MACSYMA, and Edelen (1980), Gragert, Kersten
& Martini (1983), Eliseev et al. (1985) and Schwarz (1985) in REDUCE (Hearn, 1987) .
The majority of these efforts use the original technique that was introduced by Lie and
recently further developed by Ovsiannikov (1982) and by Blumen & Cole (1974) . More
recently there are the packages SODE and SPDE by Schwarz (1982, 1985) in REDUCE,
CRACKSTAR by Wolf (1989) and the work of Bocharov & Bronstein (1989) . To varying
degrees these packages contain routines which assist the user in integrating the resulting
determining equations . However, the only implementations that we are aware of that are
based on Cartan's differential forms as described by Harrison & Estabrook (1971), are
those of Edelen (1980) and Kersten (1983) written in REDUCE .
There are good reasons for using the differential forms approach . Available literature
suggests that it is more efficient in obtaining the determining equations for the isogroup .
While these results are mostly for hand calculations we would expect these characteristics
to carry over to machine computation . In addition, even though the two methods are
equivalent, the actual process of using the differential forms approach provides insight
into the inherent underlying structure of the resulting equations . Specifically, it reveals
in many cases the existence of certain generating functions which can be used to simplify
significantly the determining equations .
In this paper we describe how the Liesymm package can be used to obtain the
determining equations for a system of partial differential equations using the Harrison-
Estabrook method. Liesymm fully automates this procedure and can also generate the
required set of differential forms directly from the given partial differential equations .
Therefore it can be used at a level that obviates any need for familiarity with forms .
Liesymm also includes a number of useful interactive tools to assist in the integration of
the determining equations, and for working with differential forms . Every major computa-
tion constituting the procedure is available as an interactive tool . For example, differential
forms can be checked for closure or reduced modulo an exterior differential ideal .
The package is implemented in the symbolic algebra system MAPLE (Char et al., 1988) .
Many of the examples presented in this paper can be run on a Mac Plus with 2 Mbytes
of main memory. There are a number of language features of MAPLE which we have
found to be particularly helpful . Specifically, MAPLE's option remember enabled us to
avoid recomputing intermediate results, while MAPLE's user definable infix notation
facilitated the manipulation of the required differential forms . Anti-symmetric tables
(Watt, 1983) provided an elegant method for automatically simplifying wedge products
and derivatives into canonical orderings. The existing code for the D operator (Gonnet,
1986) proved to be very useful as a model for our implementation of the exterior derivative,
and we relied on the alias() facility (Monagan, 1992) to compress the resulting output .
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The plan of this paper is as follows . In section 2 we give a brief description of the
Harrison-Estabrook procedure and show how the various tools that constitute the
Liesymm package can be used interactively . This procedure leads naturally to the introduc-
tion of a generating function for the components of the isovector . In section 3 we review
these tools while applying them to a specific example . In section 4 we use Liesymm to
obtain the determining equations of well known systems of partial differential equations
which arise in the areas of fluid dynamics and general relativity. In section 5 we show
how certain tools available in Liesymm and MAPLE can be used to assist in the integration
of the determining equations . Finally, in section 6 we offer some concluding remarks .
Throughout this paper we will make frequent use of the interactive commands required
by MAPLE to perform the desired computations. Such MAPLE commands, denoted here
by lines beginning with a " > " are immediately followed by the MAPLE generated results .
2 . The Formalism
The Liesymm package is an implementation of the Harrison-Estabrook procedure
together with a number of refinements and extensions . It relies on a number of computa-
tions all of which are available through interactive tools provided as part of our package .
It should be stressed that these tools are of interest in their own right for they enable
one to construct and work with differential forms .
As we review the formalism we shall use the interactive tools to carry out the required
computations in a step-by-step manner for a specific example . So as to keep the discussion
focused on the mathematics we postpone all discussion of the details of the package
routines until section 3 .
The Harrison-Estabrook procedure is essentially as follows . Given a system of partial
differential equations we construct a closed set of differential forms S = {w;}. This set S
is called an exterior differential system . It is closed if d(w;) ==-0 mod I(S), where the
differential ideal I(S) is defined by
I(S) = {B A w 10 is an arbitrary differential form, w E S} .
According to the Cartan criterion S is equivalent to the original system of differential
equations if when S is annulled the original differential equations and their resulting
integrability conditions are recovered .
Consider the heat equation given by
• eqi := Diff(Diff(h(t,x),x),x) = Diff(h(t,x),t) ;
axe h(t, x)
=at h(t, x) .
A corresponding set of differential forms is given by :
• R := makeforms(egi , h(t,x), w) ;
[d(h)-wl d(t) - w2 d(x), (d(t) A d(w2)) - wl(d(t) A d(x))] .
Here the notation n denotes wedge product .
The list of forms R captures many aspects of the original equation . Specifically the
inverse process of annulling gives
• annul(R,[t,x]) ;
Ca
h(t,x)-wl(t,x)=0,p h(t,x)-w2(t,x)=0,-w2(t, x)-wl(t,x)=0I
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which is a first order system equivalent to the heat equation . We can test R for closure
by the command
• hasclosure(R) ;
false
In this case R is not closed because
• d(R[1]) &mod R ;
(d(t) n d(wl))+(d(x) n d(w2))
was not congruent to 0 . A corresponding closed set of forms is obtained automatically as :
• S := close(R) ;
[d(h) -wI d(t) - w2 d(x), (d(t)
A
d(w2))
-w1(d(t) A d(x)), (d(t) A d(wl))+(d(x) A d(w2))]
which annuls to
• annul(S,[t,x]) ;
[at
h(t,x)-wl(t,x)=0,
ax w2(t, x)-wI(t, x)=0,
The differential form
• S[3] ;
h, wl, w2 .
ax hot, x) - w2(t, x) = 0,
ax
wl(t,x)-a w2(t,x)=0I .
(d(t) A d(wl))+(d(x) A d(w2))
corresponds to the equality of mixed partial derivatives and confirms the fact that closing
captures the auxiliary integrability conditions necessary to fully describe the original
problem .
Closure is achieved by applying the exterior differentiation, do, to each of the original
forms, checking the result for membership in the current ideal and augmenting the list
of generators as appropriate . Reduction modulo an ideal is achieved in MAPLE using
the package routine &mod . The implementation of &mod involves a number of subtleties
discussed in fuller detail in section 3 .
The list S is closed because it already contains d(S[l]) and everything else reduces to
0 modulo S.
• d(S[2]) &mod S ;
0
Having obtained a closed set of forms S representing the original system of partial
differential equations we can proceed to obtain the determining equations for the iso-
vectors. The differential forms in S are defined in terms of the coordinates specified by :
• wedgeset(0) ;
Associated with these coordinates is a list of the five components of the isovector
•
	
[ V .(1 . .5) 1 ;
[V1, V2, V3, V4, V5]
which is the generator of the invariance group (isogroup) of the original differential
equation . The determining equations are a set of coupled linear first order differential
equations for V = V, . . . V5 . To obtain them we use the fact that V, the generator of the
Lie algebra associated with the isogroup, satisfies
Lv (S)=-0mod I(S) .
For example, first we take the Lie derivative of S[1] with respect to V and mod with
respect to the ideal by :
• e1 := Lie(S[I],V) &mod S ;
(ax
V3+wlaV3-wl(wla
lt
Vl+-- V1/-V1-w2(wi
ah
V2+a V2/)d(t)
+( ax V3-wl(ax Vl+w2a
h
Vi l
+w2 ah V3-w2(- V2+w2a
h
V2' -V2 / d(x)
a
V3-w2
a
V2-wl
a
Vl d(wl)
+ awl awl a
+(aw2 V3-w2aa
V2-wl
awl
Vl" d(w2) .
The contribution of S[1] to the set of determining equations is then obtained by grouping
the terms of S[ 1 ] according to the wedge productst that occur and setting these coefficients
to 0. The regrouping is accomplished for the previous expression by commands like
• wcollect(eI) :
• convert(",'list') :
• map(getcoeff,") :
The full set of determining equations is obtained by carrying out the above procedure
for all forms in S. Efficiency is gained by observing that if a particular form w, E S is
proportional to the exterior derivative of another form w 2 E S then
Lv(w 2 ) _- 0 implies
Lv (w,)=-0 .
For the heat equation we obtain the full set of determining equations$ as
• eqns := determine(S,V) :
a Vi a V3-w2a V2-wla V1 a V3-w2a V2-wla Vl,
awl awl awl awl aw2 aw2 aw2
wl
a
V1
a
V3- V4-w2
a
V2-wl
a
Vl
awl ax ax ax
+( ah V3-w2ah V2-wl
ah
Vl Iw2,
t The canonical basis for each degree is automatically chosen .
t The functional arguments are suppressed automatically by the use of the MAPLE alias() command .
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(ah V4-\ah
V2'wl'w2+a V4-V4-w1 -t V1+ax V2
-w12 V1+I W1 a V1+ a
a
	 V4+a V1-wl
awl
V2 /w1,
a
V1+wl
a
Vl+
a
V1 w2-a V4+w1a V2,
ax
	
aw2 ah awl awl
a
V3-w2
a
V2-
a
V1 wl-wl
a
Vl+a V3-V4-w2
a
V2 .
ah ah ah at at at
The Liesymm package is designed to permit considerable flexibility in investigating a
particular set of partial differential equations or differential forms . Each of the major
steps normally carried out when tackling a particular system by hand is a user level
primitive permitting complete freedom in how one approaches the problem at hand . The
users are free to specify their own differential forms, and can also use tools such as
annul() and close() from the package to assist with any intermediate steps .
When our only objective is to obtain a system of determining equations most of the
above steps can be ignored . For example we could have obtained the determining equations
for the heat equation by the single command :
> determine(eg1,V,[h(t,x)],w) :
The task of integrating the determining equations can be formidable and in section 5 we
describe and demonstrate how certain tools in Liesymm can be used to assist the user in
this process . However, in some cases general simplifications are possible . For example,
consider the Lie derivative of S[1] . This can be written as
{Lv(d(h)) - w,Lv(d(t))- w2Lv(d(x))}- Lv(w,) d(t) - Lv(w2)
d(x) .
The bracketed term expands to
(a V3w av'
-w aVZ ? d
it ax'
-
' ax' Z ax'
where x3 = ( t, x, h, wl, w2). This suggests that the function
g=V3-w, VI -w2 V2
plays a key role. Indeed, if we consider the determining equations arising from
Lv(S[1])=_ 0 mod I(S), we find that
V'=-
ag
Vz =- ag
aw,' aw 2 '
3
V =$ - W,V1- WZV
2
,
4
_ ag
+
ag
5 _ ag
+
ag
V
at w ' ah'
V
ax w2 ah'
Thus g acts as a generating function for the components of the isovector . By using g, we
can reduce the number of dependent functions in the determining equations to one and
as a result simplify the process of integration .
In general we construct, via makeforms() and
close(,
a closed set of forms defining
the exterior differential ideal and which contains a contact 1-form for each of the dependent
variables. There is a corresponding generating function for each of these contact 1-forms
which in turn can be used to simplify the process of integration .
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3. The Liesymm Package
Packages in MAPLE (Devitt, 1988) provide a mechanism for systematically defining
all of the routines necessary for computation in a particular problem area . At the time
of writing there are 19 such packages of which the first release of Liesymm is one .
To define Liesymm and its associated routines one makes use of the with() command
as in :
• with(liesymm) :
The command echoes with a list of the names that have been defined and which have
now become available for use in the interactive session . For efficiency reasons the command
only defines the location of the relevant routines . Thus, none of them are loaded until
they are actually used .
3 .1 . THE UNDERLYING PRIMITIVES
The Liesymm package is built in an environment for working with differential forms .
Of fundamental importance are the commands for exterior differentiation do ) and wedge
product &". Early implementations of the Liesymm package made use of the corresponding
commands from Donsig's differential forms package, difforms (Donsig, 1988), initially
found in MAPLE 4 .2 .
Donsig's package was designed for working in a coordinate free manner. When using
that package, it was necessary to define the degree to provide interpretations for every
unknown appearing in the problem . In addition, almost all simplifications had to be
explicitly stated . Our implementation of the Liesymm package is completely independent
of Donsig's package and differs in several important aspects, primarily involving implicit
assumptions and automatic simplifications.
All differential forms in Liesymm are defined in terms of a specific set of coordinates
(i .e . a coordinate basis) . To specify a particular set of coordinates (say x, y, z) use the
command
• setup (x, Y, z) ;
[x, Y,
Z] .
The environment is reset to its initial state by calling setup with no arguments . The
function setup() is called explicitly by routines such as makeforms() and determine() as
outlined below .
You may enquire what the current coordinates are through use of the command
wedgeset() .
• wedgeset(O) ;
x, Y, z
.
&A, &mod, Lie, Lrank, annul, autosimp,
choose, close, coefficients, d, determine, getcoeff,
getform, hasclosure, hook, integrate, makeforms, mixpar,
nontrivial, reduce, setup, simpleint, value, vfix
wcollect, wdegree, wedgeset, wsubs .
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By using an appropriate argument to wedgeset, you can get a listing of the coordinate
basis k-forms to any desired degree . For example, the basis 1 -forms are given by :
• wedgeset(1) ;
d(x), d(y), d(z) .
In general we call a differential form simple if it is only a wedge product of basis 1-forms .
Expressions not involving the coordinate variables are implicitly treated as parameters
when computing wedge products and exterior derivatives .
Higher degree forms occur only as a sum in which each term is a simple form multiplied
by a coefficient . Parameters are automatically extracted and collected as coefficients of
each term . The following types of simplifications occur .
• setup(x,y,z) ;
[x, Y, z] .
• d(x) &" d(y)&" d(z) ;
(d(x) A d(Y) n d(z)) .
• (a*d(x)) & ((b + c)*d(y)) &" ( ( a + c)*d(z)) ;
a(b+c)(a+c)(d(x) A d(y) A d(z)) .
The 1-forms constituting a particular simple form always appear in a system defined
canonical order which, for efficiency reasons, is fully determined by the internal address
of the 1-forms .
In order to maintain a canonical ordering we must keep track of signs . For example
whenever we do a substitution of one form into another as in :
> setup(x,y,z,t) ;
[x, Y, z, t] .
• d(y) &" d(z) ;
(d(Y) A d(z)) .
• wsubs(d(y) = d(x) + d(t) , d(y) &" d(z)) ;
(d(x) A d(z))-(d(z) A d(t)) .
the sign of each part of the result must be computed . These changes in sign are kept
track of by a judicious use of MAPLE'S anti-symmetric indexing function for tables .
An important aspect of performance is the use of MAPLE's option remember. Both d ( )
and &" use this property to automatically remember the results obtained by any previous
calculation with the specified arguments. Subsequent calls simply do a table lookup . All
the remembered results are cleared whenever setup() is used so as to avoid remembering
old results for new problems .
3 .2 . MANIPULATING WEDGE PRODUCTS
The canonical form and the automatic simplifications of wedge products greatly simplify
any partial results, but the following tools have also proved to be useful .
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The wcollect() function is analogous to MAPLE's collect() function and is used to
ensure that in any sum of wedge products each simple basis form occurs exactly once .
For example :
• setup(x,y,z) :
(a*d(x) &" d(y)) + b*(d(x) &" d(y)) +
• c*(d(x) &" d(z)) + (d(x) &" (e*d(z))) ;
a(d(x) A d(y))+b(d(x) A d(y)) + c(d(x) A d(z))+e(d(x) A d(z)) .
• wcollect(") ;
(a+b)(d(x) A d(y))+(c+e)(d(x) A d(z)) .
The wsubs() function is analogous to MAPLE's subs() function but is extended to
recognize subexpressions of wedge products . In particular, it supports substitutions such
as
wsubs(d(x) &^ d(y) = d(y) &" d(z) , d(x) &" d(y) &^ d(z)) ;
0 .
Other primitives such as getcoeff() and its counterpart getform() are used to pull apart
expressions . For example, given a simple form with a coefficient, the command getcoeff( )
obtains the coefficient of that wedge product . Future releases of the package will extend
this particular functionality to allow you to specify which wedge product is to be
considered, or to return all coefficients from a sum of wedge products in a manner
analogous to the general MAPLE coeffs() command .
3 .3 . MAKEFORMS AND ANNULLING
The process of obtaining a set of differential forms which properly represents a given
system of partial differential equations has been fully automated in Liesymm as an aid
to facilitating the initial setting up . The user is under no obligation to use the forms
provided by the makeforms() command and may well have a preferred representation .
Even then, the annul() command is of use in verifying that the chosen set of forms
actually represents the original set of equations .
A list of partial differential equations is first processed by makeforms( ) . All partial
derivatives appearing in the equations are presented with a canonical ordering of the
variables by using mixpar( ) . When the procedure encounters a partial derivative of order
greater than one then a suitable innermost first order partial is chosen and replaced
throughout by a new dependent variable . The canonical ordering of the partials ensures
that the chosen partial can be recognized and replaced by the new variable in all equations
at once. As each partial is eliminated, a contact 1 -form is constructed. This process is
repeated until ultimately the equations are reduced to a first order system in the new set
of variables . This approach is reasonably general in that it works for all systems of
equations that are linear in the highest order partials .
The routine makeforms() expects three arguments . The first is a list or set of partial
differential equations (possibly one equation in isolation), the second is the dependent
function, or a list of such functions (applied to the independent variables), and the last
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is a name used to construct new names representing the partial derivatives which are
introduced . For the heat equation we have :
• heateqn := Diff(h(t,x),x,x) = Diff(h(t,x),t) ;
axe h(t,
x) at
h(t, x)
.
A set of differential forms corresponding to this equation is :
• formsl := close(makeforms(heateqn,h(t,x),w)) ;
[d(h) -w1 d(t) - w2 d(x), -(d(t) A d(w2))
- wl(d(x) A d(t)), (d(t) A d(wl))+(d(x) A d(w2))]
with an underlying set of five coordinates given by
• wedgeset(O) ;
t, x, h, w l, w2 .
An alternative set of forms (constructed by hand) for this problem is :
• setup(t,x,h,wl) ;
[t, x, h, w1] .
• forms2
:_ [d(h) &° d(x) + d(wl) &" d(t), wl*(d(x) &" d(t)) - d(h) &" d(t) ] ;
[-(d(x) A d(h))-(d(t) A d(wl)), wl(d(x) n d(t))+(d(t) A d(h))] .
The annul() command is used here solely to identify the differential equations represented
by a particular set of differential forms . It requires two arguments, the first being a forms
list and the second indicating the independent variables (as unevaluated function calls) .
For example we have from the above :
• annul(forms2,[t,x]) ;
[ax w1(t, x)-~t h(t, x) = 0, wl(t, x)- ax h(t, x)=0
J
.
3 .4 . REDUCTIONS MODULO AN IDEAL AND CLOSURE
Reductions modulo a differential ideal are implemented using the MAPLE function
&mod . The ideal is defined in terms of a list of differential forms (the generators of the
ideal) . It is an infix operator and expects either a differential form or a list or set of
differential forms on the left and the list of differential forms defining the ideal on the right .
For example we have :
• setup(x,y,z) ;
[x, y, z] .
• (d(x) &" d(y) &" d(z)) &mod [d(x) &" d(y)] ;
0 .
The implementation achieves the required reductions through an implicit use of substitu-
tions and substantially outperforms the alternative approach based on searching for
undetermined coefficients to form an appropriate linear combination of the basis forms .
The &mod routine is used primarily in the two routines, hasclosure(), and
close(.
Each
expects a list of differential forms . The routine hasclosure() tests for closure, returning
true or false while close() introduces additional forms as required until closure is achieved .
3 .5 . FINDING THE DETERMINING EQUATIONS
Given a closed set of differential forms, S, the determining equations occur as coefficients
of the coordinate basis n-forms in an appropriate list of forms . That list of forms is
obtained from S by computing the Lie derivative of each form with respect to the isovector
V modulo the ideal generated by S. The naive algorithm for this is :
determine := proc(S,V)
newlist := map(Lie,S,V) ;
newlist := newlist &mod S ;
newlist := wcollect(newlist) ;
RETURN(Coefficients0f(newlist)) ;
end ;
The actual implementation computes the Lie derivative for a reduced forms list as
constructed by Lrank() rather than the fully closed forms list S. This is possible as the
exterior derivative of, or algebraic multiples of, forms that have already been processed
do not introduce any new determining equations . These extra forms still play an essential
role when defining the differential ideal and for reductions via &mod .
The determine() routine is implemented so as to permit two distinct uses . The first use
expects two arguments : a closed list of forms, and a name or list of names for forming
the components of the isovector. For example :
forms := makeforms(heategn,h(t,x),w) :
forms := close(forms) :
determine(forms,V) ;
a
V3-w4 a V2-w3
a
V1
	
a V3-w4a V2-w3a V1
aw4 aw4 aw4 aw3 aw3 aw3 '
-a V1-w3a V1-w4a V1-w3a V2+a V5,
ax aw4 ah aw3 aw3
-w3~x V1-V5+- V3-w4-- V2+( a V3-w4 aaa V2-w3- V1 w4,
ax ax h A
a V3-V4-w4a V2-w3a V1+ a V3-w4a V2-w3 a V1 w3,
at at at ah ah ah
-w3 w3 a V2-a v1-a V5-w3 a V1 -w3 a V2+a V1
( aw4 at aw4 ah ) (ax at
+-x V5-V4- w32 a h V1 - w4 w3 ah V2 ah V5 ,
aw3 V1,
-w3
aw3
V1 .
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The second format is used when one wants to go directly from the set of partial
differential equations to the determining equations . This format expects four arguments .
The first is the set of partial differential equations and the second is a name or list of
names used to specify the isovector components . The third and fourth arguments are
exactly as in the last two arguments of makeforms(), namely a list of the dependent
variables evaluated at the independent variables and a name to be used in forming the
names of any new dependent variables as in
> determine(heateqn,V,h(t,x),w) :
4. Applications
We have used the single command
determine(system,V,functionlist,extendedvars) ;
with appropriate values for the various arguments (as outlined above) to construct the
determining equations for some representative systems of partial differential equations .
The majority of the systems have been well studied but are included here for comparisons
and to give some indication of overall performance . The final two problems considered
were chosen to give some indication of the size of problem that can be tackled using
these methods. The last system we consider arises from magneto hydrodynamics and to
our knowledge has not been previously investigated . The resulting system of 679 determin-
ing equations appears to be the largest system undertaken to date using this method . The
results for all the problems are summarized in Table 1 . For each problem we have indicated
the number of forms of each degree,t the number of variables in the basis, the amount
of time* required to complete the computation in seconds and the total amount of memory
allocated to the session. The memory allocated for the small problems is dominated by
the minimum memory allocation required for any session .
4 .1 . THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION
The Boltzmann equation (Krook & Wu, 1976; Tenti & Hui, 1978) is
a2 u(x, t) + a u(x, t)+u(x, t)
2
=0 .
at ax ax
Table 1 . Performance on representative problems
t The notation 3(1),4(2) used in Table 1 indicates that there are three forms of degree I and 4 forms of
degree 2
.
t The times shown in Table I are for a Sun-490 running MAPLE V
.
System
Forms Variables
Determining
equations
Time
(in seconds)
Memory
(in Mbytes)
Boltzmann 1(1),2(2) 5 8 4 . 4 0 . 721
Heau 1(1), 2(2) 5 8 3 . 9 0 .721
Heat2 2(2) 4 8 4 .7 0 .721
KdV1 3(1),4(2) 9 18 21 . 3 1 . 38
KdV2 1(1),3(2) 6 18 14 . 4 1 . 18
E-M 2(1),4(2) 8 32 41 . 8 1 . 4
N-S 3(1), 3(2), 4(4) 20 388 14,675 18 . 7
Mag 8(4) 12 679 7,856 9 . 6
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The closed set of differential forms generated by Liesymm is
[d(u) -p d(x) - w d(t), (p+u2)(d(x) A d(t))
-(d(t) n d(w)), (d(x) n d(p))+(d(t) n d(w))] .
The underlying coordinates are x, t, u, p and w. The timing results are labelled as Boltzmann
in Table 1 .
4 .2 . THE HEAT EQUATION
The heat equation
z2
h(t,x)=a h(t, x)
has already been discussed in fuller detail in section 3 . The results for the forms generated
by Liesymm are reported as Heati .
The present version of makeforms() will only produce one set of forms for a given
problem. However, we have included results for an alternative representation as given
by the closed set of differential forms forms2 from the previous section. These results are
labelled Heat2 in Table 1 .
4.3 . KORTEWEG-DEVRIES
The Korteweg-deVries equation (Korteweg and deVries, 1895) is also investigated with
two different sets of forms . The timing results here emphasize that a judicious choice of
forms can be significantly more efficient though again for problems of this size any set
will be quite manageable. The equation is :
3
a u(t, x)+u(t, x) a u(t, x)+ka3 u(t, x)=0 .
at
	
ax ax,
The closed set of forms produced by our package is :
d(u)-wld(t)-w2d(x), d(wl)-w3d(t)-w4d(x), d(w2)-w5d(t)-w6d(x),
(wl+uw2)(d(x)Ad(t))-k(d(t)Ad(w6)), (d(t)Ad(wl))+(d(x)Ad(w2)),
(d(t) n d(w3))+(d(x) n d(w4)), (d(t) n d(w5))+(d(x) n d(w6))
with the coordinates x, t, u, p, w, w 1 , W
2
, w3i w4 , w 5 and w6 . These results are reported
as K d V l . The results labelled K d V2 correspond to the alternative closed set of forms
d(z) - w d(x) -y d(t), (d(x) A d(w)) + (d(t) A d(y))
-(d(t) n d(u))-z(d(x) n d(t)), -(d(x) n d(u))-uz(d(x) n d(t))+e(d(t) n d(w))
with coordinates t, x, u, z, w and y.
4.4 . EINSTEIN-MAXWELL
The sixth test reported is labelled E-M and corresponds to the Einstein-Maxwell
equations (Harrison & Estabrook, 1971)
a
z U(t, r) +
(alar) U(t, r) -
ai U(t, r)=e-w(t
.~'(at C(t,
r)2
ar C(t,
r
)2)
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(a/ar)C(t, r)
-atare C(t, r)+
e
C(t, r)
=2( ar
C(t, r)) ar U(t, r)-2 (
-
at C(t, r)) at U(t, r) .
The closed forms produced by Liesymm are
d(U)-Ad(t)-Bd(r), d(C)-Fd(t)-Gd(r),
2
(d(t) A d(B)) + (d(r) A d(A)) +(_-+-)B 2 U C
z 2 (d(t) n d(r)),
r e e
U )
(d(t) A d(G)) + (d(r) A d(F))+' -G-2GB+2FA) (d(t) n d(r)),
(d(t) A d(A)) + (d(r) n d(B)), \ (d(t) A d(F)) + (d(r) n d(G))
with coordinates t, r, U, C, A, B, F, G.
4.5 . FLUID DYNAMICS
This set of equations arises from a problem in fluid dynamics and has been studied by
Boisvert et al. (1983)
a V'+ V'
a
Vi=- a
.p+gV2 V', i=1,2,3
at ax' ax
a
- V' = 0,
ax'
with V = (u, v, w) .
The functions u, v, w and p are dependent on t, x, y and z . Liesymm generates a closed
set of 10 forms and introduces 12 (extended) variables .
The results labelled N-S in Table 1 suggest that the size of the basis has a significant
effect on the complexity of the underlying operations .
4 .6 . MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMICS
This system of equations arises from the analysis of the flow of a thermally non-
conducting gas of infinite electrical conductivity in the presence of a magnetic field. Our
results are reported in Table 1 under the heading mag. Note that the Lie group is
characterised by 679 determining equations . The problem is defined by the equations
a
P+u'
az'
+p
ax'
-0
where Pm = p + ZµH'H' . The functions H', u' are all dependent on x, y, z, t .
p
au
+u'
au
+aP,„-/H'aH=O,
ax ax
all'
i=1,2,3
at ax'
aH
=0
ax'
au
H; + a l u 3 +H' a-u
3
at
=0,
ax' ax' ax'
i=1,2,3
Liesymm generates a closed set of eight forms but does not introduce any extended
variables .
5. Integrating the Determining Equations
In this section, we show how a number of tools that exist in Liesymm can assist the
user with the process of integrating the resulting system of determining equations . While
these tools are quite simplistic in nature, they are effective enough to allow us to integrate
completely some of the above mentioned systems .
There are two main routines provided for the user . The first of these, autosimp(), makes
use of the theory of extension of vector fields to rewrite the determining equations in
terms of the known dependencies of the extended variables . This reduced system is then
further simplified by carrying out any simple first order integrations of the form
ax f
=g(x,
. . .)
where the functional dependency of g on x is explicitly known or second order integrations
of the form
a2
axayf_- 0
The routine autosimp() combines this with basic simplifications and iterates until no
further integrations of these types occur .
For example we consider the full set of determining equations obtained for the
Boltzmann equation. The result of applying autosimp() to this system is
eqns2 := autosimp(egnsl,V,[u]) ;
{dt V1_2(t)=-V3_1(t)-C2, d V3_1(t)= V3_1(t)+C2 }
where
V1(t, x, u) = V1-2(t),
V2(t, x, u) = V2-2(x),
V2_2(x) = xC2+ C3,
V3(t, x, u) = uV3_1(t)+ V3-2(t, x),
V3-2(t, x) = 0 .
The answer is in a format which segregates the remaining unsolved differential equations
from those equations which define some of the functions . In this case there are only two
differential equations remaining, the rest being defining equations .
The second routine available to the user is called integrate() . It incorporates routines
for automatic separation of variables, and makes use of MAPLE's dsolve() command .
For the above system eqns2 we can complete the integration by a call to integrate() .
> integrate(eqns2) ;
V1(t, x, u)=_C2-_C1 e`,
V2(t, x, u) = xC2+ C3,
V3(t, x, u)=_Clue`-uC2 .
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Similarly, the determining equations for the heat equation can be completely integrated .
In this case the determining equations are as given in section 3 . Applying autosimp() to
this set yields :
> eqns4 := autosimp(egns3,V,[hJ) ;
Idt
VI_2(t)=2V2_2(t),ax V3_1(t,x)=-
x(d/dt)V2_2(t) - (d/dt)V2_4(t)
at V3_1(t, x)=axz V3-1(t, x),
at
V3-2(t, x)
=a2~
V3-2(t, x)}
where
V1(t, x, h) = V1-2(t),
V2(t, x, h) =xhC1 +xV2_2(t)+hC2,
V3(t, x, h)=hV3_1(t, x)+V3_2(t, x),
-2xC1 -2C2=0,
-2C1=0 .
The complete integration of this final set of equations is achieved by
> integrate(eqns4) ;
{at
V3-2(t, x) =- V3-2(t, x)}
where
V1(t, x, h) = C12-2t 2 C 10+2tC8,
V2(t, x, h) = - 2xtC 10+ xC8 + tC4+ C5,
V3(t, x, h)=htClO+hCll+zhx 2 C10-zhxC4+ V3-2(t, x) .
6. Conclusions
The above sequence of examples demonstrates the range of applicability of the package .
Even though Liesymm easily handles relatively large systems, the initial representation
of a system of differential equations by a closed set of differential forms is still important
as this may have a dramatic effect on the overall efficiency of both time and computer
memory. Clearly, makeforms() (followed by close()) will not always give the most efficient
set of forms. However, it does play an important role in that it provides an initial closed
set which may be improved upon by user modification .
Given a set of differential equations there are usually many possible choices for its
representation, depending on the number of forms, degree of each form and the number
of coordinates in the closed exterior set . It is still not completely clear to us how these
various factors interact to affect the overall efficiency of our package. The purpose of the
Heat1-Heat2 and K d V1-K d V2 comparisons is to try and shed some light on this matter .
It seems reasonable that increasing the number of variables and the average degree of
the form set will increase the complexity . Therefore the fact that K d V2 is overall more
efficient than K d Vl is not surprising. However, the results for Heat l-Heat2 are puzzling
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in that Heatl has one extra differential form and one extra variable and yet manages to
be more efficient than Heat2 . Perhaps the presence of the contact 1-form plays a crucial
role. Also, the problem N-S required substantially more resources than Mag even though
the resulting system of determining equations was much smaller .
It is also clear that the choice of simplification strategy is crucial . There is considerable
work involved in simplifying a given wedge product after replacing a term in the product
by a more general expression. Still, without simplification, it is impossible to recognize
when an expression should be identically 0 . Even apparently easy questions such as how
to group terms at a certain point in the computation become important . For example,
consider the expressions
> f1 :_ ((a + b)*d(x)) &" d(y) + (c+ e)*(d(y) &" d(x)) ;
(a+b)(d(x) A d(y))-(c+e)(d(x) A d(y))
and
> f2 := wcollect(fI) ;
(a+b-c-e)(d(x) A d(y)) .
These are mathematically equivalent, but for substitutions such as :
> wsubs(d(x) = f*d(z),[fl,f2]) ;
[(c+e)f(d(y)
A d(z)) - ( a + b)f(d(y) A d(z)), -(a + b - c - e)f(d(y) n d(z))]
two wedge products are simplified instead of one . A poor choice can more than double
the cost of simplification, especially if a large number of variables are involved in the
problem. Also the simplifications should not be left to the end as the resulting expressions
would be unmanageable . At present we are simplifying wedge products immediately into
a canonical form but only collecting expressions prior to apparently expensive operations .
Perhaps some alternative strategy which batches the simplifications will prove more
effective .
In Liesymm we have provided autosimp() and integrate() to assist the user in the
integration process . The integration capabilities of these routines are at this stage still
limited, but nevertheless prove to be effective in carrying out the numerous simple
integrations that arise in such problems . Future efforts in this direction will be devoted
to extending the integration procedures .
We would like to thank Dr . J . A. Ward and Mr. J. M. Lang for some useful discussions during
the initial phases of this work .
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